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Description:
According to one of the framers, the "soul of the Constitution" is the clause allocating authority over money. And for good reason: Every political community faces an elemental challenge: how will it mobilize resources for its own use? Just as importantly, how will it enable individuals to measure and move value between themselves? The way modern societies make and manage money determines much about how we work and what we produce, what wealth looks like and how we distribute it, who gets credit and who is shut out, who prospers and whom we fail, even what we regard as "private" and how we understand the "public" community. Money is, in other words, governance at the material level.

Through a series of constitutional debates and dramas, the United States engineered a distinctive design for its monetary system. The national government claims sovereignty over money ("the United States dollar"), disallowing state competition. In turn, the national government assigns authority over creating and diffusing the public medium to an array of banks and shadow banks. The design was new in the modern era. In fact, that monetary hardwiring came to characterize capitalism across the globe.

This course focuses on the constitutional struggles that have produced modern capitalism and its monetary hardwiring. The COVID-19 Crisis dramatized the importance of that conjunction. Which industries and investors the Federal Reserve rescues, how Congress gets and spends money, how that money reaches distressed workers, why banks dominate the credit industry, whom they select and whom they reject for credit, when communities get life-giving resources and when they are left aside – all are elemental governance decisions. We approach them as a profoundly "legal" story of constitutional powers, public delegations, private privileges, and effective disenfranchisement. Americans have been arguing in law over the monetary "soul" of our society from the beginning. We follow that story in the course.

As we will see, American struggles over money's design and distribution shaped and reshaped the state and federal roles (federalism), configured the character of public obligation (the Contracts Clause and the failure of Reconstruction), and defined the reach of congressional authority (Article I and enumerated powers). The design of money also became a terrain on which the federal government and private actors
fueled the rise of commercial banking, experimented with the corporate form, constructed and contested a segregated society, and improvised a powerful administrative state. We take the constitutional drama forward to the last decade, reaching the COVID-19 Crisis and the profound public policy challenges we face, including such issues as the relationship between finance and inequality, credit allocation and the unbanked, and the relationship between democracy, the Federal Reserve, and representative government.

Course requirements:

1) Course reading and class discussion are integral to that goal. Participation is therefore an essential requirement, and comprises 25% of the course grade.

The class structure will generally be “flipped” because that structure enables rich discussion. We begin each topic with introductory material (lecture or presentation) in one session, followed by time for reading after the session. In the first half of the next session, we will discuss the topic introduced in the previous session, now framed by the background material and your reading. The second half of most sessions will be used to introduce the next topic (to be followed by your reading and discussion in the following session.) That structure means that you will come to the discussion with background both from the introduction in the previous class and your reading.

Note that, while the readings below sometimes include links to online copies of readings, the class materials, available on Canvas, are edited versions of the readings. You are only responsible for reading the edited versions.

2) The last two classes have been set aside to discuss current policy issues. Students are invited to work in groups (2-3 students) to present cameos on those issues. Doing a cameo is optional and will count towards your participation grade.

For each cameo, students should prepare background reading that will be circulated beforehand. Presentations should run 20-25 minutes to be followed by a 10-15 minute discussion period.

Students will meet with Professor Desan to discuss presentation topics and background readings. Topics currently listed on the syllabus are illustrative only; you are welcome to suggest and develop a different topic.

Students should inform the instructor by Friday, Sept. 24th, if they would like to curate and present a public policy issue in one of the last two classes.
(3) Paper/Exam Option

The remainder of your grade (75%) will be based on an exam or a research paper, at your option.

a. Paper Option: You may choose to write a 25-30 page paper as your final product for the course. That paper should have two components:

i. Original research on an issue about the constitutional law of money and capitalism. Your topic must be approved by the course instructor by October 15th. Initial outlines are due on November 19th. The paper is due on the last day of the exam period, December 17th.

ii. Contextualization in the course. Your paper must embed your research issue into the course material. In a lengthy discussion (5-10 pages), your paper should relate the issue you are examining to our ongoing examination of money and the making of American capitalism.

b. Exam Option: You may take a three-hour open book exam. As above, the exam result counts for 75% of course grade.

Course Policies:

We engage difficult debates, controversial histories, and dramatic public policy issues throughout the semester. That makes the course exciting as well as challenging. We welcome your energy and enthusiasm in the discussions; we will appreciate both your open mind and respect for your fellows in the classroom. That combination will create a constructive educational environment for all. We will follow the HLS Community Principle on Non-Attribution in the class.

Harvard Law School is dedicated to facilitating equal access for students with disabilities. If you are a student with a documented disability or medical need and would like to request academic accommodations, please reach out to Student Support Services in the Dean of Students Office at studentsupport@law.harvard.edu or at 617-495-1880. Additional information, including how to register for accommodations can be found at https://hls.harvard.edu/dept/dos/student-support/accessibility-services-resources/.

A note on COVID-19: The class takes place under conditions of stress on many levels, from the material to the social and emotional. Assuming that in-person classes remain possible throughout the semester, students and instructors will still have challenges, from communicating clearly to finding good places in which to work with one another. Please stay in touch with us (and others at HLS) about the obstacles you are facing; we will do everything we can to help you navigate them.
Our class discussions will benefit from the extra measure of thought and consideration you can give to your classmates and their contributions.

Course logistics:
Attendance at each class is important. If you must miss a class for some reason, please inform the instructor or teaching fellow. Please contact a classmate for notes and contact us with any questions about the material.

We are fortunate to be expertly staffed by Susan Smith. We will also be joined by a talented S.J.D. teaching fellow: Sannoy Das, who specializes in the study of capitalism, law and political economy, and international trade.

All readings will be available on Canvas.

Course information:
Professor Christine Desan, Griswold 410
Office hours: Mondays, 1:30-3:30 p.m., and by appointment. Please schedule your office hour time through Susan Smith.

Sannoy Das
sdas@sjd.law.harvard.edu
Office hours: Thursdays, 3:00-4:00 p.m. and by appointment. Please schedule your office hour time directly with Sannoy.

For scheduling, Canvas questions, and class logistics, please contact Susan Smith, Griswold 4S, ssmith@law.harvard.edu.

Syllabus

I. Governing at the Material Level

Class 1: The Spring of 2020: Exposing the Monetary Hardwiring.

Pre-class 1 reading:


CFRB.ORG (Producer). (2020). Budget Projections: Debt Will Exceed the Size of the Economy This Year. Available at URL.

**Post-class 1 reading:**
Exercise: Making Money in Times of Crisis.

For the subsequent classes, please read the listed material after each class. It will be discussed the following day.

**Class 2: Money: the Basic Design**

**Class 3: Capitalism and the Redesign of Money**
(a very brief introduction)


**II. Experiments with Money: Economic Development, Sovereignty, and the Contest over Federalism (1690-1865)**

**Class 4: Money and Self-Determination: The Colonial Experience**


Franklin, Benjamin. “A Modest Enquiry into the Nature and Necessity of a Paper –Currency” (1729), at URL.

Douglass, William. "A Discourse Concerning the Currencies of the British Plantations in America" 307-357 (1740) In *Colonial Currency Reprints*, edited by Andrew MacFarlane Davis (Boston: John Wilson & Son, 1910) at URL.

Borden, William. *An Address to the Inhabitants of North-Carolina, Occasioned by the Difficult Circumstances the Government Seems to Labour Under...* (Williamsburg, VA: William Parks, 1746), at URL.

**Class 5: Nation-building: Independence and Federation**

Adams, John. "Letter to the Comte De Vergennes" (June 22, 1780), In *Papers of John Adams* (Boston: Massachusetts Historical Society), at URL.


The Articles of Confederation (1781).


**Class 6: Redesigning Money: The Constitutional Framework and the Debate over Finance**


Alexander Hamilton to Edward Carrington (May 16, 1792), at Founders Online, National Archives, at [URL].

Class 7: The Federalist Approach to Capital: Money and Contract


*Chisholm v. Georgia*, 2 U.S. 419 (1793).

*Fletcher v. Peck*, 10 U.S. 87 (1810).

Class 8: State Development Strategies in an Illiquid World: Banks, Corporations, and Everyday Exchange


Class 9: Federalism Contested: the Battle over the Bank


President Andrew Jackson’s Veto Message Regarding the Bank of the United States (July 10, 1832).
Class 10: Human Capital, Finance, and Instability
U.S. Constitution, Article I, Sec. 2; Sec. 9, Cl. 1; Article IV, Sec. 2.


Class 11: Free Banking: The High Tide of State Power


III. Configuring Federal Monetary Power

Class 12: The Civil War as a Monetary Drama
Guest Lecturer: Prof. Ariel Ron (Southern Methodist Univ., Hist.)


The Legal Tender Cases
Knox v. Lee, 79 U.S. 457 (1871)
and Parker v. Davis, ________.
Class 13: Reconstruction, National Banks, and the Gold Standard

Veazie v. Fenno, 75 U.S. 533 (1869).


Class 14: The Victory of National Banking: Constitutional Claims to Credit Outside the Commercial Banking System


Guest Lecturer: Prof. Nadav Orian Peer (Univ. Colorado Law School)


Materials tba
Class 16: Central Banking Basics


Raichle v. Federal Reserve Bank of N.Y., 84 F.2d 910 (2d Cir., 1929).

IV. Constitutional and Civil Rights over Money and Credit

Class 17: The Constitutional Drama: Credible Commitment or National Self-Preservation?

The Gold Clause Cases


Class 18: Banked Credit Allocation as a Civil Right?


Class 19: Financialization, Debt, and Inequality


Class 20: Capital Markets and Crises


Class 21: Contemporary Central Banking as a Separation of Powers Problem


Classes 22 & 23: Democratic Claims on Capitalism
[Class reserved for student cameos on public policy.]

Sample topics:
Fed Accounts
State and Municipal Public Banking
Monetary Finance
Reparations
Green New Deal
Job guarantee (and Modern Money Theory)
Postal Banking

Class 24: Dreams about Money